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I. INTRODUCTION 
February 21 and the document 2022 we are witnessing the invasion of Russia on the territory of Ukraine. This 

article examines the facts, evidence, grounds for this invasion, the interests of the countries, the goals of NATO 

countries, the United States, Russia regarding this invasion.It analyzes both the emergence of NATO, the 

enlargement of NATO after 1990, key UN documents and the countries of the fall of the Berlin Wall, the events 

of 2014 in Ukraine, the Minsk agreements, the international arms and weapons treaties, 

 

II. RESEARCH METHODS 
Research methods, analysis, information on the origin, causes, consequences, of the RUSSIA-UKRAINE 

conflict, NATO interests, European countries, basic basic strategies, available weapons systems of Russia, 

Ukraine and its natural resources, the Minsk agreements, and their non-implementation, Violation of the 1990 

agreements on the unification of the Federal Republic of Germany and the GDR for non-entry of NATO into the 

countries of Eastern Europe, violation of the NATIONAL SECURITY OF RUSSIA by this enlargement of 

NATO. 

 

III. THE BEGINNING OF THE PROCESS - 17 DECEMBER 2021 
The whole process began on December 17, 2021. Russia presented on December 17, 2021 through its Foreign 

Ministry two draft agreements - "on security guarantees between Russia and the United States and" on security 

measures between Russia and NATO "The world has never faced such a challenge and Russia's direct demands 

to NATO and the United States. This is a revolution at the level of the whole world - the planet. A real demand 

for redistribution of the seats of individual countries, the United States, Russia and China in a multipolar world. 

In reality, the United States was expected to respond that Russia's proposals were unacceptable, to discuss them, 

and to offer a version. Usually the behavior of the United States in such situations is to delay, to organize 

meetings, negotiations, dialogues.In Geneva and Brussels between January 10-14, 2022, Russia requested a 

written response from NATO and the United States.The opportunity for the United States to answer with either 

"yes" or "no". In reality, such a document has not existed for 60-70 years. The United States has begun to delay 

the response, as is their actual behavior, in order to gain time. In fact, Russia has never talked to the United 
States and NATO in this way.In reality, Russia has demanded an answer in such a way that the United States is 

committed to a correct answer and behavior, and not as it is accustomed to signing treaties and agreements and 

then violating them and withdrawing. This is really a game with international law from the United States.As 

early as April 2014, Putin claimed this incorrect behavior of the United States, of endless "lies" about insidious 

behavior. 

     

  THE FRAUD - THE LIE 1990 of NATO that it will not expand to the East. 
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It mentions the behavior of the United States and NATO in 1990. WHEN THEY promised the UN that then 

through Gorbachev they would not expand to the East. On that date, US Secretary of State James Baker assured 

Russian President Mikhail Gorbachev during talks on the reunification of the two German two countries, 

Germany and Germany, that NATO would not advance "one inch east" to borders of Russia and will not settle 

in the countries of Eastern Europe and will not accept these countries in NATO. In 1947, NATO violated the 

principle of state sovereignty enshrined in Article 2 of the UN Charter, and began and established a military 
alliance and attracted Western countries as members of that alliance. At the fall of the Berlin Wall, unification 

was envisaged with the neutralization of the FRG and the GDR. President Mikhail Gorbachev agrees to the 

unification of the two Germanys only on the condition that NATO does not expand to the East. German 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl himself, Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher, and even French President Frasno 

Mitterrand agree with Gorbachev. Even US President George W. Bush and his Secretary of State Baker have 

made statements in this regard. When the United States and Europe organize the disintegration of the USSR 

through the Soros NGO and other systems, revolutions, regime change, etc., all the more so because in the 

Lisbon Treaty NATO ensures the defense of the European Union regardless of whether EU members are NATO 

members. 1993 The European Union announces that Eastern European countries can join the EU, which in 

effect means NATO.1997 at the NATO summit in Madrid, NATO invited Eastern European countries to join. 

As it became the GDR - 1990, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland - 1999, Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia - 2004. , Albania and Croatia - 2009, Montenegro - 2017, Northern 

Macedonia - 2020.NATO then began accession talks with Georgia and Ukraine.Really what NATO has 

achieved - NATO missiles to be 4-5 minutes from Moscow, St. Petersburg and cities in Russia. 

This is a gross violation of the UN Charter. 

 

What does the proposal of RUSSIA on December 17, 2021- Art. 2 - The Parties shall ensure that all 

international organizations, military alliances and coalitions in which at least one of the Parties participates 

adhere to the principles contained in the UN Charter.     Art. 4 former member states of the USSR cannot join 

NATO. This meant Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Georgia and Ukraine. 

Art. 7 Prohibition of the deployment of nuclear weapons outside its borders. 

This marks the withdrawal of NATO atomic bombs from Italy and Germany. 

Everything suggests that Russia's national security interests must always be taken into account. 
 

IV. CHANCELLOR ACT 1949 USA GERMANY. 
In addition, it was proved that the treaty for the unification of the GDR and the FRG is invalid and void because 

there is a CANCER ACT which proves that the FRG is an occupied state from the United States and not neutral, 

ie. The Federal Republic of Germany is not an international legal entity with sovereignty.The CHANCELLOR 

ACT has been valid since May 21, 1949, in which the main restrictions of the three countries, the United States, 

Great Britain and France, on Germany and its sovereignty, are marked "Top Secret". Under this treaty, EVERY 

NEW CHANCELLOR, before taking the oath, is required to sign a document in the United States committing 

himself to perform certain acts in favor of the United States.In fact, Germany is a semi-protectorate of the 
United States, NN Not coincidentally, on June 5, 2009 US President Barack Obama at the Rammstein military 

base in Germany said: "Germany is an occupied country and will remain so!" 

  

It follows that the "2 + 4" agreement for the unification of Germany and the GDR is INVALID in accordance 

with international law that Germany is not a sovereign state. 

 

V. THE DESTINY OF THE UNITED STATES AND NATO. 
2019 The United States withdraws from the Treaty on the Reduction of Medium-Range and Short-Range 

Missiles. Under President Bush Jr., the United States also withdrew from the 1972 Missile Defense Treaty. 
 

WHAT ARE NATO'S ACTIONS? :  The United States has ground-based counterparts for the Tomahawk Mk-

41 cruise missile launchers in Romania and Poland. 2019 The United States returns its missiles to Europe, 

deploys multi-domain operational groups in Germany, and activates the capabilities of Pershing 2 medium-

range ballistic missiles with nuclear warheads.The goal of the United States and NATO for the accession of 

Ukraine and Georgia is a total war against Russia, destabilization, regime change, change of leadership, 

complete obedience.It is no coincidence that Bill 758 is being submitted to Congress in the United States, which 

gives the green light "to prevent Russia's aggression against Ukraine, Georgia, Moldova, etc."This resolution 

defines Russia as an aggressor with all the ensuing opportunities for US and NATO action.Therefore, on 

December 17, 2021, RUSSIA asked the United States to stop any expansion in the East, to grant NATO 
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membership to Ukraine, Georgia, to withdraw the weapons of arms deployed in Eastern Europe - Poland, 

Romania. 

 

RUSSIA SAYS Russia's NATIONAL SECURITY IS FEARFUL with all US and NATO actions. 

 

VI. THE EVENTS IN UKRAINE 2014 
 In Ukraine after 2014 there was a proven genocide of the Russian-speaking population in Ukraine and 

especially in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, shelling of the population of Donetsk and Luhansk regions, 

Closure of all opposition media 

 Training on US NATO ZRU of private Nazi military formations, 

 Nazi battalions 

 Ban on speaking Russian in the media 

 Replacement and renaming of streets, squares and their replacement with the names of Nazis 

 Since 2014 anti-Russian curricula 

 - instilling hatred towards Ruxia 

 Praise of Nazism 

 There are constant parades and marches in honor of Nazism 

 Nazism is an official state ideology 

 Open genocide 

 Violation of basic human rights in Donetsk and Luhansk 

 Indifference of EUROPE and the USA to the genocide of over 4 million people in these two regions 

 Life as the most human value is reduced to zero by the EUROPEAN UNION, USA, UK, 

 Complete indifference to the fate of the population in Donetsk and Lugansk 

 However, since 2014 Kyiv has been repeatedly invited to abide by the Minsk agreements, which it refuses. 

- 
 

It all started in 2014 when the United States and under the auspices of the Vice President of the United States 

then Biden's son joined the board of directors of the company Burism with a salary of 50,000 USD per month 

- Contracts are being concluded with American companies for the extraction of shale gas in the territories of 

Eastern Ukraine - ie. Donetsk and Luhansk districts The population refused to emigrate from these territories 

and began the total genocide of the population of Donetsk and Rugansk which is predominantly Russian 

population. 

 The Russians do not want to leave their native places 

 Then the Ukrainian paramilitary formations, Nazi formations trained by the CIA, NATO, the United States 

began to burn children, burn families, children, rape women, shelling with the CITY system, point U 

missiles, artillery tanks, phosphate and cell bombs, flamethrowers children, women, 

 Russian population is 17% of the total population of Ukraine. 

   

THE PURPOSE OF TRIMORIE is to provide a SANITARY BORDER between Russia and Germany, as an 

alliance between Russia and Germany will mean the bankruptcy of Britain and the United States. The Trimory 

is a sanitary cordon that draws both the danger and the threat to Russia as it approaches the border of the NATO 

and US attack on Russia in the event of a military disaster. 

 

VII. UN GENERAL SECRETARY BAN KI MOON - UKRAINE HAS NOT REGISTERED 

ITS BORDERS SINCE 1991. 
 UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has stated that Ukraine has not applied for border registration since 1991, 

so the state of Ukraine does not exist… 

And we know nothing about it !!! 

 

On April 7, 2014, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon made an astonishing statement, the distribution of which 

is banned in the Ukrainian media and on the Internet. The conflict between the two countries was raised at the 
meeting of the UN Security Council. The following conclusion was drawn from it:Ukraine has not registered its 

borders since December 25, 1991. The registration of Ukraine's borders as a sovereign state has not been done at 

the UN.It can therefore be assumed that Russia is not committing any offenses against Ukraine. Tte. 

International treaties and international law are not violated. According to the CIS Treaty, the territory of Ukraine 

is an administrative region of the USSR. Therefore, no one can be blamed for separatism and forcible change of 

Ukraine's borders. 
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Under international law, the country simply has no officially recognized borders. To solve this problem, Ukraine 

must finalize the demarcation of the border with neighboring countries and obtain the consent of neighboring 

countries, including Russia, for their common border. Everything needs to be documented and agreements 

signed with all neighboring countries. The European Union has pledged its support to Ukraine on this important 

issue and has decided to provide all technical assistance. But will Russia sign a border agreement with Ukraine? 

Of course not! As Russia is the legal successor of the USSR (this is confirmed by the decisions of international 
courts on property disputes between the former USSR and foreign countries), the territories where Ukraine, 

Belarus and Novorossia are located belong to Russia and no one has the right to disposes of this territory 

without the consent of Russia. In principle, all Russia has to do now is declare that this territory is Russian and 

that everything that is happening in this territory is an internal Russian affair. Any intervention is considered a 

measure against Russia. On this basis, they can cancel the elections on May 25, 2014 and do what the people 

want! According to the Budapest Memorandum and other agreements, there are no borders with Ukraine. 

The state of Ukraine does not exist (and never existed!). 

 

VIII. MINSK AGREEMENTS - NOT IMPLEMENTED BY UKRAINE 
A protocol and a memorandum were signed on September 5 and 19, 2014, these were the first documents. The 

agreement quickly fell apart, with violations on both sides. 

 

Everything you need to know about: On February 12, 2015, a set of 13 points of measures for the 

implementation of the Minsk Agreements ("Minsk-2") was signed, which generally coincided with the 

September agreements. The adoption of "Minsk-2" took place after the battles between pro-Russian units of the 

self-proclaimed DNR and LNR with the Ukrainian army, which ended with the occupation of the Debaltsevo 

region by separatists. Then a meeting in the Normandy format was held in Minsk (with the participation of the 

presidents of Russia, Ukraine, France and Germany). The document was signed by the same contact group, and 

the leaders of the four countries backed it with their declaration as guarantors of the three countries - Ukraine 

and the two breakaway autonomies. It identified military and political steps that remain unfulfilled. A major 
obstacle was Russia's insistence that it was not a party to the conflict and therefore not bound by its terms. Point 

10, for example, calls for the withdrawal of all foreign armed forces and military equipment from the two 

disputed regions, Donetsk and Luhansk: Ukraine says this refers to forces from Russia, but Moscow denies 

having forces there. 

 

What measures were determined by the Minsk agreements 

Here are his points, accompanied by notes. 

1. Immediate and comprehensive ceasefire in the different regions of Donetsk and Luhansk regions and its strict 

implementation, estimated at 0.00 o'clock on February 15, 2015. 

2. Withdrawal of all heavy weapons from both sides at equal distances in order to establish a security zone at 

least 50 kilometers wide for artillery systems of 100 mm caliber and more, a security zone 70 kilometers wide 

for jet systems for floating fire (MLRS) and 140 km wide for MLRS "Tornado-C", "Hurricane", "Tornado" and 
tactical missile systems "Point" ("Point U"): 

 

 for the Ukrainian troops - from the actual contact line; 

 for the armed formations of the separate regions of Donetsk and Luhansk districts: from the tangent line 

according to the Minsk Memorandum of 19 September 2014. 

 

The withdrawal of the above heavy weapons must begin no later than the second day after the ceasefire and be 

completed within 14 days. The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) will support this 

process with the support of the Tripartite Contact Group. 3. Ensure effective monitoring and confirmation of the 

ceasefire and withdrawal of heavy weapons by the OSCE from the first day of withdrawal, using all necessary 

technical means, including satellites, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), radar systems and other. 
 

 On the first day after the withdrawal to start a dialogue on the modalities * of holding local elections in 

accordance with Ukrainian law and the Ukrainian Law "On the temporary organization of local self-

government in certain regions of Donetsk and Luhansk regions" and the future regime of these areas on the 

basis of the said law. 

 Immediately, not later than 30 days from the date of signing the document, adopt a decree of the Verkhovna 

Rada of Ukraine indicating the territories in which the special regime extends in accordance with the 

Ukrainian Law "On the temporary organization of local government in separate regions of Donetsk and 

Luhansk districts "on the basis of the line established in the Minsk Memorandum of September 19, 2014. 
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 To ensure pardon and amnesty through the entry into force of a law prohibiting the persecution and 

punishment of persons in connection with the events that took place in certain regions of Donetsk and 

Luhansk regions of Ukraine. 

 Ensure the release and exchange of all hostages and illegal detainees on an all-in-one basis. This process 

must be completed no later than the fifth day after the download. 

 Ensure the safe access, delivery, storage and distribution of humanitarian aid to those in need on the basis of 

an international mechanism. 

 Defining modalities for the full restoration of socio-economic relations, including social transfers such as 

pensions and other payments (income and benefits, timely payment of all public services, resumption of 

taxation within the legal framework of Ukraine). 

 To this end, Ukraine will regain control of a segment of its banking system in the conflict-affected areas 

and an international mechanism is likely to be set up to facilitate such transfers. 

 Restoration of full control of the state border by the Government of Ukraine throughout the conflict zone, 

which must begin on the first day after the local elections and end after a comprehensive political resolution 

(local elections in selected areas of Donetsk and Luhansk regions of Ukraine). basis of Ukrainian law and 

constitutional reform) at the end of 2015, subject to the implementation of point 11 - in consultation and 
coordination with the representatives of the individual regions of Donetsk and Luhansk regions within the 

Tripartite Contact Group. 

 Withdrawal of all foreign armed formations, military equipment, as well as mercenaries from the territory 

of Ukraine under the supervision of the OSCE. Disarm all illegal groups. 

 Carrying out constitutional reform in Ukraine with the entry into force at the end of 2015 of a new 

constitution, providing for decentralization as a key element (taking into account the specifics of individual 

regions of Donetsk and Luhansk regions, agreed with the representatives of these regions ), as well as the 

adoption of permanent legislation on the special status of individual districts of Donetsk and Luhansk 

regions in accordance with the measures set out in footnote [1], by the end of 2015 (See footnotes.) 

 Pursuant to the Ukrainian Law "On the Temporary Organization of Local Self-Government in Separate 

Districts of Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts", issues concerning local elections will be discussed and agreed 

with the representatives of the separate districts of Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts within the Tripartite 
Contact Group. The elections will be conducted in compliance with relevant OSCE standards, monitored by 

the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR). 

 To intensify the activities of the Tripartite Contact Group, including through the establishment of working 

groups for the implementation of the relevant aspects of the Minsk Agreements. They will reflect the 

composition of the Tripartite Contact Group. 

 Notes 

 

Such measures in accordance with the Law "On the special organization of local self-government in certain 

regions of Donetsk and Lugansk regions" include the following: 

 release from punishment, persecution and discrimination of persons related to events that took place in 

certain regions of Donetsk and Luhansk regions; 
 right to linguistic self-determination; 

 participation of local self-government bodies in the appointment of heads of prosecutor's offices and courts 

in separate districts of Donetsk and Luhansk districts; 

 possibility for the central bodies of the executive power to conclude with the respective bodies for local 

self-government agreements on the economic, social and cultural development of separate districts of 

Donetsk and Luhansk districts; 

 the state provides support to the socio-economic development of certain regions of Donetsk and Luhansk 

regions; 

 assistance from the central authorities for cross-border cooperation in certain regions of Donetsk and 

Luhansk regions; 

 
creation of detachments of the people's militia with a decision of the local councils in order to maintain public 

order in certain regions of Donetsk and Luhansk regions; 

the powers of the deputies from the local councils and the officials, elected at the early elections, appointed by 

the Verkhovna Rada under this law, cannot be terminated ahead of time. 

The document was signed by the participants in the Tripartite Contact Group: 

Ambassador Heidi Tagliavini 

Leonid Kuchma - Second President of Ukraine 

The Ambassador of the Russian Federation to Ukraine Mikhail Zurabov 
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Alexander Zakharchenko - leader of the Donetsk People's Republic 

Igor Plotnitsky - leader of the Luhansk People's Republic 

 

In fact, for 7 years, after long negotiations, the parties managed to achieve only an exchange of forcibly detained 

persons (actually prisoners). The DPR and LPR, as well as the Russian Foreign Ministry, have repeatedly 

accused Kyiv of illegally occupying settlements in the buffer zone and the appearance of heavy equipment there. 
The Verkhovna Rada passed a law on the special status of Donbass in 2015, linking its entry into force to local 

elections. At the same time, Kyiv insisted that they must first regain control of the border and only then hold 

elections. Moscow strongly disagreed. In 2019, members of the Contact Group adopted the so-called 

"Steinmeier formula" (named after its author, German Foreign Minister and current President Frank Steinmeier), 

according to which the special status law was to enter into force after the local elections in Donetsk and 

Luhansk, as long as they are recognized as meeting OSCE standards. The parties never managed to agree on the 

procedure for holding the elections. Russia has always been interested in implementing the Minsk agreements, 

as the document was the result of a compromise. This was stated by Russian President Vladimir Putin to 

journalists, adding that the agreements no longer exist. 

 

Russia has been doing everything for many years to ensure the implementation of the Minsk agreements 
February 2022 | 13:45 Spokeswoman Zakharova said: "And now, for seven years, the Russian Federation has 

been calling at all levels for the implementation of these agreements. Another important point - all, literally all, I 

am not exaggerating now, this is not a general wording - the negotiations led by the Minister of Foreign Affairs 

of Russia, Russian diplomats, all these efforts of our foreign policy were focused 

 

IX. THE EVENTS OF FEBRUARY 23 AND THEREFORE FEBRUARY 24, 2022. 

BEGINNING OF THE RUSSIAN MILITARY OPERATION IN UKRAINE. 
On the evening of Wednesday, February 23, the Ukrainian army of 150,000 sushi attacked with weapons and 

tanks Lugansk and Donetsk. 

So hours later, on February 24, Putin ordered the Russian army to enter to protect the peoples of the two 

republics, after parliament and he signed a decree respecting the two people's republics as states and signed 

relevant agreements on military cooperation and protection. . 

The Ukrainian KGB has made records of falsifying information, lying about killing civilians and destroying 

buildings. This is the system when in Syria lied to chemical attacks, 

 

STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT PUTIN 

Vladimir Putin: 

 
Dear citizens of Russia! Dear friends! 

Today, I again consider it necessary to return to the tragic events taking place in Donbass and the key issues for 

ensuring the security of Russia itself. Let me start with what I talked about in my address of February 21 this 

year. It is about what causes special concern and concern in our country, about those fundamental threats that 

year after year are rudely and unceremoniously created by irresponsible Western politicians towards our 

country. I mean NATO's expansion to the east, bringing its military infrastructure closer to Russia's borders. 

We are well aware that for the last 30 years we have been persistently and patiently trying to agree with the 

leading NATO member states on the principles of equal and indivisible security in Europe. In response to our 

proposals, we have been constantly receiving either cynical deceptions and lies, or attempts at pressure and 

blackmail, and the North Atlantic Alliance, at the same time, despite all our protests and concerns, is steadily 

expanding. The military machine is moving and, I repeat, is getting close to our borders.Why is all this so? 

Where does this arrogant way of speaking from the standpoint of one's own exclusivity, infallibility and 
permissiveness come from? Where does the blatant disregard for our interests and absolutely legal requirements 

come from? 

 

The answer is clear, we all see and understand. The Soviet Union weakened in the late 1980s and then 

disintegrated altogether. The whole course of events that happened then is a good lesson for us and today, he 

convincingly showed us that the paralysis of power and will is the first step towards complete degradation and 

oblivion. For a moment we have lost confidence in our strength, and that is - the balance of power in the world 

has been disturbed.This has led to a situation where previous treaties and agreements no longer actually work. 

No arguments or requests help. Everything that does not satisfy the hegemon, those in power, is called archaic, 

obsolete, unnecessary. And vice versa: everything that seems profitable to them is presented as the absolute 

truth and is passed at any cost, impudently and by all possible means. Dissenters just break them. 
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What I am talking about now is not just about Russia, and we are not the only ones concerned about it. This 

applies to the entire system of international relations, and sometimes even to the US allies themselves. After the 

collapse of the USSR, the division of the world actually began, and the existing norms of international law, the 

key ones of which were adopted after the Second World War and greatly consolidated its results, began to 

hinder those who called themselves winners in the cold war.Of course, in practice, in international relations, in 

the rules for their regulation, changes in the world situation and in the balance of power itself had to be taken 
into account. However, this had to be done professionally, smoothly, patiently, with a view to and respect for the 

interests of all parties and with an understanding of their responsibilities. But this did not happen - a state of 

euphoria of absolute superiority, as if the modern form of absolutism, against the background of low cultural 

level and arrogance of those who have prepared, made and implemented decisions beneficial only to them. The 

situation began to develop in a completely different scenario. 

 

It is not so difficult to find examples. First, without any sanction from the UN Security Council, they conducted 

a bloody military operation against Belgrade, using aviation and missiles in central Europe. Several weeks have 

passed since the constant bombing of peaceful cities and infrastructure. We need to be reminded of these facts, 

because some Western colleagues do not like to mention these events, and when we talk about them, they prefer 

to point out not the norms of international law, but the circumstances they interpret as they wish.Then came the 
turn of Iraq, Libya, Syria. The illegitimate use of military force against Libya, the distortion of all decisions of 

the UN Security Council on the Libyan issue led to the complete destruction of the country, to the fact that there 

was a huge outbreak 

 

Russia has launched a large-scale military operation against Ukraine : Early on February 24, after 150,000 

Ukrainian troops marched on the Donbass-Donetsk and Luhansk regions on the evening of February 23 with the 

ultimate goal of fighting the civilian population in the two regions, Russia launched a large-scale military 

operation against Ukraine. In a statement on television, Vladimir Putin announced that he had ordered a "special 

military operation." 

 

Its goal is demilitarization and denazification of Ukraine. Russian cruise missiles and planes have struck dozens 

of targets across the country. At the same time, Russian ground forces, as well as troops from the self-
proclaimed republics, launched attacks on Ukraine from three directions. President Vladimir Zelensky severed 

diplomatic relations with Russia and announced a general mobilization. Kyiv also asked for help from its 

Western partners. 

 

Chronology of the strike The attack on Ukraine began at 6 am on February 24, 2022. Video from security 

cameras on the border between Ukraine and Belarus showed armored vehicles entering the country. )The 

invasion of Ukraine began after President Vladimir Putin gave a long speech on Russian television. In it, he 

made many accusations against NATO and the Ukrainian government. He then announced that he had ordered 

the attack. 

 

"A special military operation begins. Its purpose is to protect people who have been victims of the Kiev regime's 
atrocities for eight years. We will strive for the demilitarization and denazification of Ukraine. We will seek to 

bring to justice those who have committed numerous, bloody crimes against civilians. "Our actions are self-

defense against the looming threats," Putin said.Missiles began to fall at airports, command centers of the 

Ukrainian army and navy and other positions of the army. Black smoke rose near the intelligence building in 

central Kyiv. Ukraine has admitted that some of its military command centers have been hit by Russian missiles. 

 

In the morning, air raid sirens sound over Kyiv. The world media also spread footage of a block of flats hit by 

the shelling. After the attack began, President Volodymyr Zelensky from Kyiv declared martial law across the 

country, but called on Ukrainians to remain calm."Today, each of you must remain calm. Stay home if you can. 

We work, the army works. The whole defense sector is working. No panic. We are strong. We are ready for all 

scenarios. We will win against every opponent, because we are Ukraine, "Zelensky explained.Despite the 
president's call, under the sound of air-raid sirens, thousands left Kyiv in a westerly direction. 

 

Ukraine breaks off diplomatic relations with Russia Against this background, Ukraine severed diplomatic 

relations with Russia and asked Turkey to close the straits to Russian ships. Official Kyiv has announced that 

Russia has carried out 203 attacks since the beginning of today, and fighting continues in almost all of Ukraine. 

The latest information According to the latest information, at least 40 civilians were killed and dozens more 

were injured in the Russian invasion of Ukraine. At least 18 people have been killed in a rocket attack near the 
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port of Odessa. 6 victims took bombing in the Donetsk region, and 14 were injured. A Ukrainian military plane 

with 14 people on board crashed in the Kyiv region, killing at least five. The Ukrainian armed forces said four 

Russian tanks had burned on the Kharkiv ring road. 

Russian Defense Ministry: 974 Ukrainian military infrastructure sites were destroyed / as of February 27, 2022, 

According to the Russian Ministry of Defense, 74 Ukrainian military facilities were destroyed, including 11 air 

bases. More than 80 combat targets were defeated in Ukraine. However, a Russian military helicopter was shot 
down near an airport near Kyiv. Planned operations have been suspended throughout Ukraine, and 11 airports 

have been closed. The mayor of Kyiv introduced an evening hour from 10 pm to 7 am. Transport will be 

stopped during these hours, but metro stations will be open because they can serve as shelter for those in need. 

Where there were blows The Russian invasion of Ukraine, which was thought to be limited to the eastern 

territories of Donbass, turned out to be far larger, according to official Kyiv. Ukrainian authorities say many of 

Ukraine's major cities have been attacked, including the capital Kyiv, something Moscow denies. World 

agencies report that the Russian military operation has begun and covered all areas except the westernmost part 

of the country on the border with Poland. Russian troops have entered Ukraine and Belarus and the Crimean 

peninsula.Immediately after the start of the operation, Ukraine closed its airspace to civilian flights. Russia has 

also halted civilian flights near its border with Ukraine and Belarus. 

 
Ukraine breaks off diplomatic relations with Russia : Against this background, Ukraine severed diplomatic 

relations with Russia and asked Turkey to close the straits to Russian ships. Official Kyiv has announced that 

Russia has carried out 203 attacks since the beginning of today, and fighting continues in almost all of Ukraine. 

The latest information According to the latest information, at least 40 civilians were killed and dozens more 

were injured in the Russian invasion of Ukraine. At least 18 people have been killed in a rocket attack near the 

port of Odessa. 6 victims took bombing in the Donetsk region, and 14 were injured. A Ukrainian military plane 

with 14 people on board crashed in the Kyiv region, killing at least five. The Ukrainian armed forces said four 

Russian tanks had burned on the Kharkiv ring road.Russian Defense Ministry: 974 Ukrainian military 

infrastructure sites were destroyed / as of February 27, 2022,According to the Russian Ministry of Defense, 74 

Ukrainian military facilities were destroyed, including 11 air bases. More than 80 combat targets were defeated 

in Ukraine. However, a Russian military helicopter was shot down near an airport near Kyiv.Planned operations 

have been suspended throughout Ukraine, and 11 airports have been closed. The mayor of Kyiv introduced an 
evening hour from 10 pm to 7 am. Transport will be stopped during these hours, but metro stations will be open 

because they can serve as shelter for those in need. 

Where there were blows 

 

The Russian invasion of Ukraine, which was thought to be limited to the eastern territories of Donbass, turned 

out to be far larger, according to official Kyiv. Ukrainian authorities say many of Ukraine's major cities have 

been attacked, including the capital Kyiv, something Moscow denies. World agencies report that the Russian 

military operation has begun and covered all areas except the westernmost part of the country on the border with 

Poland. Russian troops have entered Ukraine and Belarus and the Crimean peninsula.Immediately after the start 

of the operation, Ukraine closed its airspace to civilian flights. Russia has also halted civilian flights near its 

border with Ukraine and Belarus.Meanwhile, the European Union's Aviation Safety Agency warned that 
Ukraine's and Russia's border airspace "is exposed to military activities that pose risks to the safety of civil 

aircraft." The agency recommended that "operators exercise extreme caution and avoid the use of airspace 

within 100 nautical miles of the borders between Belarus, Russia and Ukraine." 

 

X. RUSSIA'S WEAPONS - a small re-inspection - PUTIN'S GUARANTEE AND PIPE FOR THIS 

INVASION - WAR IN UKRAINE AND THE WORLD 

Long-range weapons return Russia as a major threat and guarantor around the world.The hypersonic "Zircon", 

"Dagger", "Avangard", Sirmat, the submarine - Belgorod with submarines - drones - Poseidon, nuclear 

submarines - Bulava, systems S-400, S-500, C 550, operating in space, Torpedoes - Poseidon drones, Iskander 

missiles 
 

 1 /. Hypersonic ZIRCON have a range of at least 1000 kilometers, 

 Poseidon's submarine drones have a range of 11,000 kilometers at a depth of 1,000 meters 

 ON OCTOBER 4, 2021, Zircon was fired from the Severodvinsk submarine in a submerged position. This 

eliminated the leading role of the United States in the unipolar model. 

 Zircon is a hypersonic missile, and virtually eliminates the main impact force of aircraft carriers. 

 Before that, the Zircons were fired from the towering frigate "Admiral Gorshkov". 
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 RUSSIA believes that its security is threatened because if American missiles are placed on the territory of 

Ukraine. This means that the flight time of these missiles to Moscow, St. Petersburg is reduced by between 

7-10 minutes and for hypersonic missiles - only 4-5 minutes. 

 Russian ships are equipped with Zircon and will be on standby off the coast of the United States up to 400 

kilometers in inter-Mediterranean waters. 

 Zircon flies to Mach 9, about 10,000 km / h or 2.7 kilometers per second. 

 Cirkov is positioned as an anti-ship weapon, but not only that. It starts from ground, underground, 

underwater installations and can shoot at ground targets. 

 The range is 1000 kilometers - radius. 

 Zircon can reach Central and Eastern Europe, and Kaliningrad - to Poland, Germany, the Czech Republic in 

minutes. 

 The Zircon rocket from Sevastopol covers all of Turkey, all of Ukraine, Georgia, Romania, Moldova, and 

Bulgaria. 

 1000 kilometers Zircon passes in 6 minutes. 

 

 2 /. The S 550 anti-aircraft missile system passes the state tests and enters combat duty. This complex has 
no analogue in the whole world. 

 They hit space complexes, intercontinental missiles, ballistic missiles, hypersonic targets up to tens of 

thousands of meters high. 

 With 550 the first mobile specialized system for missile and space defense. 

 With C-400, C-500 and C550, Russia will close the skies and the entire space over Europe, the Black Sea, 

the Middle East, Central Asia and others. 

 

 3 /. Murmansk can block the whole world. 

 This is a complex for electronic warfare. As early as 2018, this Murmansk complex failed the NATO 

exercise from Kaliningrad - an exercise involving F-35 Breeze fighters near the Russian border. 

 Murmansk can cover the whole of Europe, the Middle East, North Africa, Canada, China, India and most of 
the United States. 

 The system entered combat readiness and combat duty in 2014. in the Crimea. 

 Murmansk is a strategic weapon that can and is able to extinguish, dazzle sensors of all kinds of intelligent 

weapons and intelligence at a distance 6.5 times greater than any foreign counterparts. 

 Murmansk can disrupt communications between ground targets, warships, submarines, aircraft. 

 

 4 /. The hypersonic AVANGARD flies at a speed of 34,000 km / h. Carried by the latest Russian 

intercontinental ballistic missile "Sarmat" Sarmatians take on combat duty 2022 

 Sarmat delivered 10-15 warheads - each weighing one ton /, at a distance of up to 18,000 kilometers. 

 Vanguard flies on a complex trajectory at a speed of 7.5 kilometers / second. 

 Avangard went on combat duty in 2019. 

 Vanguard provides a pre-emptive counterattack or retaliatory strike The United States has no defense 

against Vanguard's technology. 

 Vanguard dismantles US military doctrine of so-called "rapid global strike" The US defense system has 

been reset. 

 The vanguard enables Russia to be a quick global and beheading force impossible to retaliate and retaliate 

against the United States. 

 Dagger Sarmat, 

 

 5 /. Iskander is an operational-tactical complex that is practically impossible to capture by the enemy. 

 Iskander's task is to neutralize the main forces of the enemy in the first minutes of a war by striking at 
airports, air defense systems, missile defense systems, bridges, military sites. 

 Iskander deprives the enemy of access to his systems. Iskander covers the territory of Ukraine, covers the 

territory of Germany from Kaliningrad. Iskander in Crimea covers Ukraine entirely Turkey, the Middle 

East. 

 

 6 /. The Belgorod nuclear submarine with the submarine drones - Poseidon. The Belgorod submarine can 

decide the fate of these empires. Belgorod uses intermediaries to strike at the enemy, ie. other submarines, 
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small and unmanned drones. "Belgorod" is a station with nuclear submarines based on it drones - 

"Poseidon" which are in service since 2018. 

 Each Poseidon is able to move at a depth of 1000 meters at a distance of up to 10000 km. Poseidon carries 

up to 6 thermonuclear warheads with a capacity of up to 100 megatons each / this is 6000 times more 

powerful than the atomic bomb over Hiroshima, Nagasaki /. 

 Poseidon could be launched from, for example, Barents mine and reach the American coast. 

 Poseidon blown up under water can destroy any aircraft carrier group (aircraft carrier and export ships) at 

once, or wash away any military base, or wipe out any industrial coastal zone. 

 

 

 US BASES - summary ------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------- ---- 

 The United States has 750 military bases in more than 800 countries with 180,000 troops, making it a global 

presence in FOREIGN TERRITORIES. Washington has three times as many as diplomatic missions in 

those countries. 

 The United States has three times more military equipment than all countries combined. 

 Total ARGESOR 

 The cost of maintaining these bases is at least $ 55 billion a year. 

 Staff costs an additional $ 25 billion 

 US bases make yellow, pink and all kinds of color resolutions, overthrow legally elected regimes, support 

undemocratically elected regimes, mafiaize regimes, mafiotize juvenile apparatus, mafiotize state judicial 

systems, create occasions for BEGINNING WAR, IN VIOLATION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW. 

 The goal is to steal the resources of countries, gold, oil, gas, water, enslave entire countries and peoples. 

 

 Russia has clearly and precisely stated that the security of the state of Russia is in disarray since NATO 

came. 

 Reisia said November 2021 

 NATO should not expand to the East and relocate to territories before 1997. 

 No ABMs in Eastern Europe already in Central Europe. 

 NATO and the United States to leave Eastern and Central Europe. 

 

XI. RESOURCES OF UKRAINE - SUMMARY - WHAT THE BATTLE IS FOR 
Oil and natural gas  Before the civil war and the secession of Crimea, Ukraine had 381 fields of oil, natural gas 

and gas condensate. They are unevenly distributed territorially. The majority of them are in Eastern Ukraine 

(211), followed by Western (112) and Southern (45) Ukraine. The yield from them is small - about 4 million 

tons. per year and 18 billion m3. There are a number of oil fields in Ukraine (about 50). The studied oil reserves 

are about 250 million tons. and they are only 0.18% of the world's reserves. In general, oil fields and production 
are insufficient and the country imports its scarce quantities. Eastern Ukraine has over 50% of the country's oil 

reserves. The main studied reserves and yields are from the Donetsk-Dnieper region (17 oil fields - Akhtyr, 

Gnedin, Lelyakov, etc.). Three oil and gas regions have been formed. The Carpathian oil and gas region covers 

territories from the Precarpathians, the Carpathians and the Transcarpathia. The Dnieper-Donetsk region is 

located in the Left Bank of Ukraine (east of the Dnieper River). It accounts for about 80% of Ukraine's oil and 

natural gas production. Black Sea-Crimean oil and gas region covers areas of Kherson, Nikolaev and Odessa 

regions and part of the Black Sea shelf. The most significant is the Odessa gas field, located on the shelf of the 

Black Sea. Most and more significant deposits are on the territory of Crimea and are now in Russia. 

       Unconventional promising gas sources 

The use of non-traditional gas sources has significant prospects in Ukraine. These are five sources. 

The first is coal gas. He has good prospects in Ukraine. Coal deposits often contain methane gas. It is an  
 

environmentally friendly and coal-fired fuel. The gas is unevenly distributed in the coal body. In Ukraine, total 

reserves are estimated at 8 trillion. m3 of coal gas methane or 3.1% of world reserves. In Donbass alone, the 

geological reserves in the coal seams and strata is up to 2.5 trillion. m3. There are similar deposits in the Lviv-

Volyn coal basin. In Ukraine, the balance reserves in 2010 were 313.9 billion m3 of coal gas. And in the 

operating mines alone they are 140.8 billion m3.   The second source is natural gas, accumulated in the low-

permeability reservoirs of the central parts of the oil and gas basins and located at great depth. In the Dnieper-

Donetsk region alone, at a depth of up to 4,500 m, the reserves are 8.5 trillion m3. 

The third non-traditional source is the gas hydrates (crystalline chemical compounds formed by water and gas at 

a certain pressure and heat) from the shelf and part of the continental slope of the Black Sea, also called 
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clathrates. According to preliminary estimates, Ukraine (along with Crimea) has reserves of about 7 trillion. m3. 

The clathrates are located among the bottom layers of the Black Sea.The fourth source is shale gas. It is 

contained in the bituminous shale found in the bowels of the earth. Ukraine has huge shale gas deposits located 

in two huge deposits near the largest coal basins. The Yuzov shale gas field is located on the territory of 

Donetsk and Kharkiv districts and more precisely on the border lands of these two districts. The total area 

occupied by the Yuzovskoye deposit is 7886 km2. The reserves are set at 4.05 trillion. m3 of shale gas. Ukraine 
has signed a contract for shale gas exploration and production with the multinational company Shell. The Olesk 

shale gas field is located in western Ukraine (Lviv and Volyn regions) and is a continuation of the large Polish 

shale field near Lublin. The reserves are estimated at about 3.0 trillion. m3 of shale gas. Ukraine has signed an 

agreement with the US multinational company (TNC) Chevron to use the deposit. 

 

Bituminous shale : It is a low-yielding source of petroleum products, a rock that is impregnated with a resin 

with properties close to those of petroleum. The most significant deposits of bituminous shale are in the regions 

of the Ukrainian Shield, the Donetsk-Dnieper Depression and the Carpathians. It is estimated in Ukraine with 

total reserves of 500 billion tons. bituminous shale contains about 15-20 billion tons. hydrocarbon feedstock. In 

Ukraine, in the Kirovgrad region, is one of the world's largest deposits of bituminous shale - Boltishevskoto. 

The reserves are about 4.5 billion tons. or in conventional fuel about 3.8 billion tons. 
 

Peat : Ukraine has good peat deposits with large reserves. Peat is a lower calorific fuel and is used mainly for 

heating, electricity generation and peat briquettes. The deposits are territorially located mainly in the swampy 

regions of Ukraine and especially in the western, northwestern and northern parts of the country. About two 

thirds of the reserves are in Polesie. Total peat reserves are estimated at approximately 2.3 billion tons. 

 

Ores of ferrous metals : These are ores that are used in ferrous metallurgy for the production of cast iron, steel, 

alloys and rolled products. Most ore deposits in Ukraine are of magmatogenic and metamorphic origin.The most 

used in the world economy is iron ore. Ukraine has significant iron ore resources - over 5% of the world's 

explored reserves. The main deposits are attached to the Ukrainian geological shield. The most significant is the 

Krivoy Rog iron ore region (Krivbas). It is located in the Dnipropetrovsk region and has an area of about 300 

km2. It has the shape of an elongated strip with a length of over 100 km in the north-south direction and a width 
of up to 7 km. It has concentrated reserves of over 18 billion tons. Iron Ore.The Belozersky iron ore region is 

located in the Zaporozhye region. It is in second place after the Krivoy Rog basin in terms of reserves. The ore 

is high quality - the iron content is 55-65%. Up to 1000 m depth there are reserves of 720 million tons. .The 

Kremenchug iron ore region (Kremenchug magnetic anomaly) is in Poltava region. It stretches for 45 km along 

the lower reaches of the river Psel. The ore contains about 40-60% iron. Industrial reserves are 4.5 billion tons. . 

 

Manganese ore is a very important raw material for ferrous metallurgy. Manganese is used in ferrous metallurgy 

to give special properties to steels. Ukraine is one of the richest countries in the world in manganese ores. The 

Nikopol manganese ore region is one of the largest. It contains about 20% of the world's manganese ore 

reserves. Its industrial reserves are 2.1 billion tons. It is located in the Dnipropetrovsk and Zaporozhye regions, 

between the Ingulets River and the Azov region.  Titanium is a metal used in ferrous metallurgy and mechanical 
engineering. Ukraine's industrial reserves are not world-class, but they are sufficient for the Ukrainian economy 

and allow for exports to Russia and Western Europe. 

 

Zirconium is an important metal for the production of nuclear equipment and nuclear fuel. In Ukraine, the 

Malyshevskoye field (near the city of Volnogorsk, Dnipropetrovsk region) can provide and ensures the 

operation of nuclear power plants operating with Russian technology. It has one of the leading positions in the 

world for zirconium mining. . 

 

Ores of non-ferrous and rare metals : Ukraine is poor in reserves of non-ferrous metal ores. Its economy 

relies on imports of these ores. Most of the available deposits are complex, but generally poor in the amount of 

the useful component in the ore. The localities are concentrated in three regions of Ukraine - the Ukrainian 
Shield, Transcarpathia and the Donetsk Ridge (hill, ridge). 

 

Lead and zinc ores in Ukraine have small reserves. .: Aluminum ores are of different types, with small 

industrial reserves and are in several deposits. In Transcarpathia (Began and Beregovo deposits) they are 

alunites, located together with lead-zinc ores. Bauxite is found in the Dnipropetrovsk region (Visokopol deposit) 

and in the Cherkasy region (Smelyansko deposit). The Kalinino-Shevchenkovo deposit in the Azov region 

(Donetsk region) is of nepheline. 
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Copper ores have reserves of about 24 million tons. . : Uranium is an extremely important raw material for 

the development of nuclear energy. Ukraine ranks 11th in the world in explored uranium ore reserves and a 

share of 1.80% of world reserves. About 1000 tons of uranium ores mined annually are enough for the 

development of Ukraine's nuclear energy, and some can be exported. There are a total of 21 uranium deposits in 

Ukraine. The studied reserves in the Kirovograd uranium ore region alone are about 100 thousand tons, and the 
estimated are 130 thousand tons. 

 

Gold and silver are precious metals that are common in Ukraine. There are 15 gold deposits in the country with 

total reserves of about 3200 tons. In Transcarpathia it is the only Muzhiev deposit used in Ukraine. It has 

reserves of 55 tons of gold and 1 million tons of lead-zinc ore. The gold content in the ore varies from 3.5 to 15 

g / ton. In Transcarpathia, the Saulyak deposit is partially used, with a gold content in the ore of 5 to 10 g / ton. 

In Donbass (Lugansk region) is the Bobrivskoye deposit with 106.2 tons of gold reserves and 507 tons of silver 

and ore content from 2 to 9 g / ton. The deposits in Cherkasy and Dnipropetrovsk regions (Zlatnata Balka, 

Shirokata Balka, Sergeevsko) also have good reserves. In Ukraine, there is also native gold found in the deposits 

of rivers in the area of the Ukrainian Shield (Dnieper, Ingulets, Saksagan, etc.), in the Black Sea coast and the 

Dnieper estuary. In Ukraine, silver is found and mined mainly from polymetallic ores. There is silver in a dozen 
polymetallic ore deposits. Only two deposits of silver ores are considered - Kvasovskoe in Transcarpathia (20-

400 g / t) and Zhuravskoe in Donbass (35-1800 g / t). The deposits of platinum found in the western part of the 

Azov region are insignificant.Mercury. Ukraine is very rich in mercury ores. In terms of reserves, it ranks 

second in the world after Spain. 

 

Scandium. It is a rare chemical element, silvery white metal, which is used for the production of light alloys and 

anti-corrosion alloys, refractory coatings. It is extracted along the way in the processing of ore concentrates of 

tungsten, titanium, lead, uranium ores. Ukraine has some of the world's most abundant reserves of scandium. 

Magnesium ores. Magnesium is a metal that is used in the production of alloy steels and for alloying aluminum, 

in the military, photography and more. 

non-metallic minerals 

 
Mineral raw materials for the heavy chemical industry : Sulfur, rock salt, potassium salt, apatites and 

phosphorites are of great economic importance as raw materials for the heavy chemical industry.  Raw materials 

for ferrous metallurgy, construction industry and construction. Non-metallic minerals are used in ferrous 

metallurgy, construction and construction as raw materials for processing (building materials industry) and 

production of construction products, such as technological raw materials (eg fluxes for ferrous metallurgy, 

limestone and gypsum for agriculture, etc. .) and as a building structural material, mainly in construction. This 

group of non-metallic minerals includes: graphite, limestone, dolomite, chalk, marl, clay, sand, kaolin, fluorite, 

gypsum and others. 

 

Mineral raw materials for the production of rock-facing building materials. Ukraine has diverse and very good 

reserves of rock-facing building materials - granite, gabbro, labradorite, marble, tuff, travertine, etc. The studied 
deposits of rock-facing materials in Ukraine are with a volume of about 400 million m3. They are located in the 

Ukrainian Shield and are virtually unlimited. Ukraine ranks first in Europe in terms of resource opportunities for 

rock cladding. Of economic importance and use are mainly labradorite, granite, gabbro, marble, marbled 

limestone, tuff. 

 

Labradorite. Ukraine is very rich in the world's rare (USA, 

 

Precious and semi-precious stones : Deposits of precious and semi-precious stones in Ukraine are attached to 

the Ukrainian Shield and the Carpathian Mountains. There are deposits of amber, rhodonites, beryl, topal, 

quartz, semi-precious stones in the Azov region and Transcarpathia. 

 

  SUMMARY for Ukraine - resources: 

1 /. Uranium mineral - 1st in Europe in proven renewable reserves. 

2 /. Titanium reserves - 2nd place in Europe and 10th place in the world 

3 /. Manganese minerals - 2.3 billion tons - 12% of world reserves - 

2nd place in the world 

4 /. Iron and iron ore - the second largest reserve in the world of 30 billion tons 

5 /. Mercury - 2nd place in Europe 
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6 /. 22 trillion cubic meters of shale gas - 3rd in Europe (13th in the world) 

7 /. Value of natural resources - 4th place in the world 

8 /. Coal - 7th in the world in the amount of 33.9 billion tons 

 

Ukraine has a well-developed agriculture and production: 

1 /. Arable land - Ukraine is 1st in Europe. 
2 /. Area of black soil 3rd place in the world, 25% of world volume 

3 /. Export of sunflower and sunflower oil - 1st place in the world. 

4 /. Barley production - 2nd place in the world 

5 /. Export of barley - 4th place in the world 

6 :. Maize production - 3rd in the world 

9 /. Corn export - 4th in the world 

10 /. Potato producer - 4th in the world 

11 /. Rye producer - 5th in the world 

12 /. Honey production - 5th place in the world -75,000 tons 

13 /. Wheat exports - 8th place in the world 

14 /. Production of hen eggs - 9th place in the world 
15 /. Cheese export - 16th place in the world. 

 

Ukraine can meet its food needs - consumption for 600 million people. 

Ukraine is an industrialized country: 

1 /. Ammonia production - 1st in Europe 

2 /. Length of gas pipeline system 2nd in Europe and 4th in the world (142.5 billion cubic meters of gas pipeline 

capacity in the EU). 

3 /. Installed capacities of nuclear power plants - 3rd largest in Europe and 8th largest in the world 

4 /. Length of railway network - 3rd place in Europe and 11th in the world - 21,700 square meters. 

5 /. Production of detectors and tracking equipment - 3rd place in the world (after the United States and France). 

6 /. Iron exports - 3rd in the world 

7 /. Manufacturer of missile systems - 4th in the world 
8 /. Export of clay - 4th place in the world 

9 /. Titanium exports - 4th place in the world 

10 /. Export of minerals and concentrates - 8th place in the world. 

11 /. Export of products to the industrial industry - 9th place in the world .. 

12 /. Steel producer - 10th in the world (32.4 million tons). 

 

XII. SANCTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES, NATO, THE EUROPEAN UNION OF THE 

DEEP MAFIA - PURPOSE OF THE WRONG ATTACK TO A NATO COUNTRY FOR 

THE ACTIVATION OF ART. 4 AND ART. 5 OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY 
Russia has invaded Ukraine, and US President Joe Biden, who has long warned of dire consequences in such a 

scenario, made a statement from the White House on Thursday, February 24, 2022, about the further reaction of 

the United States and its allies.He imposed new sanctions in addition to those he announced on Monday, 

following Putin's recognition of the two separatist republics on Ukrainian soil. Then the United States left some 

strong options in case Russia launches a full-scale attack, which is already a fact, writes bg-voice.com.The 

White House has previously announced that the president will set out "the further consequences that the United 
States and our allies and partners will impose on Russia for its unprovoked and unjustified attack on Ukraine." 

The big question was how far the new sanctions would go and whether it would matter that Putin said last night 

that he was launching a "special military operation" in eastern Ukraine, but that the action on the ground was 

like a full-scale war.Sanctions have been prepared against the Russian president and his associates, against 

oligarchs and blocking the assets of Russian oligarchs, these companies, a ban on travel to Europe, the United 

States, sanctions are being prepared to exclude Russia from the SWIFT system. 

 

The new sanctions are the following: Exclusion of the largest Russian financial institution Sberbank and 25 of 

its subsidiaries from the US financial system. Sberbank holds nearly a third of the total assets of the Russian 

banking sector;"Full blocking sanctions" against VTB Bank, Russia's second largest bank, and 20 of its 

subsidiaries;"Full blocking sanctions" against three other major Russian banks: Bank Otkritie, Sovcombank 

OJSC and Novikombank; 
Interruption of the possibility of 13 large state-owned companies to earn money from the American market. The 

list includes: Sberbank, AlfaBank, Moscow Credit Bank, Gazprombank, Russian Agricultural Bank, Gazprom, 
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Gazprom Neft, Transneft, Rostelecom, RusHydro, Alrosa, Sovcomflot and the Russian Railways;Sanctions 

against the Russian elite and their family members. The list is: Sergei Ivanov (and his son Sergei), Andrei 

Patrushev (and his son Nikolai), Igor Sechin (and his son Ivan), Andrei Puchkov, Yuri Solviev (and two real 

estate companies he owns), Galina Ulyutina and Alexander Vedyahin;Sanctions against 24 Belarusian 

individuals and companies. This includes "two major Belarusian state-owned banks, nine defense companies 

and seven regime-related officials and elites," according to the White House; 
 

Sanctions against the Russian military; 

Sanctions for the import of certain technologies in Russia. 

According to the President of the United States, sanctions against Russian high-tech imports will lead to its 

sharp contraction with the corresponding reflections. 

. The United States and NATO are taking decisive action to strengthen the Alliance's eastern flank and secure 

member states there. Biden announced that he had ordered the redeployment of US ground forces and aircraft in 

Europe to the eastern flank. Additional troops will also arrive in Germany. 

The President of the United States announced that he would meet with all NATO leaders for joint action on 

Friday. He assured that NATO is united and that the United States will fight "for every inch of NATO territory". 

 
The US president has no plans to hold talks with Putin until a real and verifiable de-escalation is seen as a 

precondition for diplomatic action. 

However, Biden confirmed that NATO forces would not be sent to fight in Ukraine. However, she will receive 

any other possible help. 

Asked whether India supports the West's position on Russia, Biden said consultations were under way to clarify 

Delhi's position. 

The president assured that the United States and its allies are prepared both to face possible cyberattacks and to 

give a sharp response. 

Finland and Sweden warn Russia against warnings not to join NATO. 

On February 27, 2022, they confirmed the warnings of neighboring Russia that their possible accession to 

NATO would cause "serious military-political consequences" from Moscow for both countries. 

Finnish Foreign Minister Peka Haavisto said on Saturday, February 26, 2022, "We have heard this before." 
Finland has a land border of 1340 km. With Russia - the longest border. 

The foreign minister's words were confirmed by President Sauli Niinisto, who said he understood what 

countermeasures Moscow would take if India joined NATO. 

 

In Sweden, Prime Minister Magdalena Anderson on Friday with Swedish Military Commander Michael Biden. 

Finland and Sweden work closely with NATO, even though they are not members. 

Military cooperation with the United States and Great Britain 

February 26, 2022 Germany takes historically determined food to send weapons to Ukraine, violating the 

principle of sending weapons to the conflict zone. 

This is a precedent and the first violation of the rules by Germany. 

Germany will send 1,000 anti-tank systems and 500 Stingers for air defense. LNG will be sent from the 
Netherlands at the request of the German authorities. Germany allowed the Netherlands and delivered 400 

German bazookas to Kyiv, 

Poland, through Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki, accused the German government of "selfishness" 

in the conflict in Ukraine. 

Berlin promised 5,000 safety helmets, 

Poland supplies ammunition by land, while Estonia and Latvia supply fuel, pro-tank weapons and medical 

supplies to the Ukrainian border 

The Czech Republic and Slovakia have also announced that they will send fuel and ammunition. 

The United States approves $ 350 million in funding for Ukraine's defense 

Zelenski demanded that NATO be provided with nuclear weapons. 

THE EUROPEAN UNION IS PREPARING MILITARY AID. 
THIS IS ALREADY INTERVENTION in the conflict and a real violation of international law. 

THE PURPOSE IS A CONFLICT BETWEEN RUSSIA AND A NATO COUNTRY TO DECLARE NATO 

WAR ON RUSSIA. 

On January 27, 2022, at 3 pm, Putin ordered the provision of nuclear deterrence forces in a state of special 

readiness during a meeting with Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu and Chief of General Staff Valery Gerasimov. 

This is based on hostile steps towards the economy, but senior NATO officials are also allowing themselves to 

make aggressive statements against Russia. 
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North Atlantic Treaty Ratified by law by all Member States. 

Article 4 Articles The Parties to the Treaty shall consult together whenever, in the opinion of any of them, a 

threat to the territorial integrity, political independence or security of any of them has arisen.  L. 5 The Parties 

agree that an armed attack on one or more of them, in Europe or in North America, will be considered an attack 

on all of them, as a result of which they agree that in the event of such an armed attack. attack each of them, 

exercising their right to individual or collective self-defense, recognized in Art. 51 of the UN Charter, will assist 
the invading party or parties to the Treaty by immediately taking, individually and in coordination with the other 

Parties to the Treaty, such action as it deems necessary, including the use of armed force, to maintain security in 

the The North Atlantic area. Any such armed attack and the measures taken as a result will be brought to the 

attention of the Security Council without delay. Such measures will be suspended once the Security Council has 

taken the necessary steps to restore and maintain international peace and security. 

 

Art. 6 For the purposes of art. 5 for an armed attack against one or more parties to the Treaty shall be considered 

an armed attack.- Against the territory of some of the Contracting Parties in Europe or North America against 

the Algerian departments on a ranch, against the territory of Turkey or against the islands in the North Atlantic 

area north of the Tropic of Cancer under the jurisdiction of some Contracting Parties.- - against the armed 

forces, ships or aircraft of one of the Contracting Parties, when they are located on or above those territories or 
in any other region of Europe in which the occupying forces of one of the Contracting Parties have been 

stationed since the date of entry into force of the Treaty. under the Treaty, is the Mediterranean or the North 

Atlantic area north of the Tropic of Cancer. 
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	Russia has launched a large-scale military operation against Ukraine : Early on February 24, after 150,000 Ukrainian troops marched on the Donbass-Donetsk and Luhansk regions on the evening of February 23 with the ultimate goal of fighting the civilia...

